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GETTING STARTED
FREE EVENTS

ACCESS

Bookings for free events are not required,
unless otherwise stated. Please arrive early
as capacity is limited.

PIAF is committed to making our events
accessible. Our access details on page 41 offer
more information – or you can download our
Access Guide from perthfestival.com.au/access

TICKETED EVENTS
For ticketed events, we recommend booking
in advance. Entry is by general admission
unless otherwise stated. Door sales are
subject to availability. Student prices are for
full time students.

PRICING KEY
A–Adult
F–Friends of the Festival
C–Concession
S–Full time student

FESTIVAL ONLINE
Visit perthfestival.com.au for the latest details
about the 2017 Perth Writers Festival or to
purchase tickets in advance.
ENEWS

PROGRAM MANAGER

BLOG

Big visions and bold ideas collide and
coalesce at the 2017 Perth Writers Festival,
where celebrated writers, artists and
activists will provoke and inspire with their
unique insights on the world.

More than a few times this year, the news
has resembled the heart-stopping stuff of
non-fiction – from a controversial new
American President, and a snowballing global
refugee crises, to Brexit and Australia’s own
drawn-out election.

Follow our blog for author profiles,
interviews, book extracts and reviews.
EVENT UPDATES

ONLINE perthfestival.com.au

Event information is correct at the
time of printing. Check our website
for changes to the program closer
to the date.

PERTH WRITERS FESTIVAL
BOX OFFICE
The box office is located at Writers Central
Thur 23 Feb, 9am–12.45pm and 6–7pm
Fri 24 Feb, 9am–6pm
Sat 25 Feb, 9am–6pm
Sun 26 Feb, 9am–7pm

KATHERINE DORRINGTON

ARTISTIC DIRECTOR

BOOKINGS
PHONE 08 6488 5555
Mon–Fri, 9am–5pm, Sat, 9am–1pm
Extended hours during the Festival.

WENDY MARTIN

Sign up to our eNews for regular
updates, special offers and competitions.

GET CONNECTED
Stay close to the action by following us on
social media.

#pwf17
#perthfest
Perth International Arts Festival acknowledges
that our events take place on the traditional
lands of the Noongar people and we wish to
pay our respects to the traditional custodians
of this country.

Two morally urgent insights into the global
humanitarian crisis – by special guests Ben
Rawlence and Marwa al-Sabouni – will
bookend four days of big-picture stories
played out through personal experiences.
This year we’re taking words off the
page and onto the stage and screen in
our new Courtyard Sessions at the State
Theatre Centre of WA, The Big Picture
and a retrospective of two of Australia’s
most vital filmmakers, Rolf de Heer and
Molly Reynolds.
We invite reflections about the essence of
life as we collect for the Museum of Water
and, for the first time, ten young literature
lovers take over Family Day in our Curated
by Kids sessions.
I invite you to dive into this hugely diverse
Perth Writers Festival program. There is so
much to discover about ourselves and each
other by sharing the humour, beauty and
empathetic power of great writing.

As we start to see how these and other historic
events will shape and define our future, as we
face the confusion of overwhelming social and
environmental obstacles, we need literature
and public conversation more than ever – to
share our unique viewpoints and make sense of
the world.
As one of the most memorable characters of all
time, Dumbledore, once said, ‘Happiness can
be found even in the darkest of times, if one
only remembers to turn on the light’.
Perth Writers Festival brings together more
than 100 writers, thinkers, artists and activists
from around the world to turn on the light.
Get ready for a weekend of big ideas, engaging
debate and beautiful writing.
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UNITED KINGDOM

SYRIA

UK/WESTERN AUSTRALIA

OPENING ADDRESS

CLOSING ADDRESS

BEN RAWLENCE

MARWA AL-SABOUNI

MUSEUM OF WATER

OCTAGON THEATRE
Thur 23 Feb, 7pm

OCTAGON THEATRE
Sun 26 Feb, 7pm

City of Thorns (or Dadaab) in Northern
Kenya is the world’s largest refugee camp
and home to half a million people. To the
charity workers it is a humanitarian crisis,
to the Kenyan government it is a ‘nursery
for terrorists’ and to the western media it
is a dangerous no-go area. But to the many
who call it home – it is their last resort.

Syrian architect Marwa al-Sabouni has
watched her homeland be torn apart by civil
war. How did this beautiful country turn from
its tolerant past, with churches and mosques
built side by side, to its current state of
violence and displacement?

Ben Rawlence first visited Dadaab
Refugee Camp as a researcher for Human
Rights Watch. Over four years he came
to know many of the inhabitants, from
new arrivals to those born and raised
in the camp. In City of Thorns Rawlence
interweaves the stories of nine individuals
to reveal the fascinating social structure of
the camp.
A $40 / F $36.50 / S $25
Reserved Seating

Rawlence has written a book
that might just change the world.
BOOKLIST (USA)

As bombs fell around her, al-Sabouni stayed
in Homs, making plans to build hope from
carnage. Her memoir The Battle for Home looks
at how the built environment directly affects
the community that inhabits it. She argues that
architecture has an important role to play in
understanding the past, rebuilding the country
and reversing the damage war has inflicted on
the Syrian people.
A $40 / F $36.50 / S $25
Reserved Seating

A visionary memoir.
THE GUARDIAN (UK)

Reflection Pond, Sat 25 and Sun 26 Feb, 11am–6pm
A vial of tears, melted ice from Antarctica or a plastic bottle of billabong water – every drop tells a story.
PIAF Artist-in-Residence Amy Sharrocks invites you to consider your relationship with the world’s most
indispensable liquid and help us build the WA edition of the award-winning Museum of Water.
Bring your own water to donate or simply stop by to view the collection as it grows.
Choose your water 				
Find something to put it in		
Tell us why you brought it
We will keep it for you

STORIES ON WATER
Reflection Pond, Sat 25 Feb, 10am
The Swan River, WA’s coastline and the
centre of Perth have many stories to tell.
Gather ‘round for a conversation about water
through the perspective of Noongar culture
and relationship to country.

Produced by PIAF and Artsadmin

FREE

WELCOME TO THE
MUSEUM OF WATER
Murdoch Lecture Theatre, Sun 26 Feb, 1–2pm
Artist Amy Sharrocks talks to Ruth Little about her
life’s passion, The Museum of Water, that’s bottled
the whole of human life.

WESTERLY FESTIVAL POEM

PONDERING OUR MOST
PRECIOUS LIQUID

Reflection Pond
Sat 25 and Sun 26 Feb, 11am–6pm

Murdoch Lecture Theatre, Sun 26 Feb, 2.30–4pm

Led by poet Nandi Chinna, you’re invited
to write a short poetic line about water
on an origami boat and watch your words
set sail. On the final day, each line will be
drawn into a single poem and performed,
as well as published on Westerly’s twitter
and website.
Public Reading
Murdoch Lecture Theatre
Sun 26 Feb, 4pm

FREE
All Museum of Water events are free

A panel of writers, artists and scientists consider
the pleasures, politics and future of water.
With Amy Sharrocks, Dylan Coleman,
Nandi Chinna, Mike Bianco, Loren Kronemyer
and Veronica Strang.
Facilitated by Ruth Little.

Supported by

Presented in
association with
WESTERN
AUSTRALIAN
MUSEUM
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Wordsmiths Sukhjit Kaur Khalsa, Omar Musa and
Ziggy use humour and satire to get their messages
across in bold, provocative ways. Experience the
raw power of spoken word and hip hop as these high
energy performers take over the Courtyard stage.
Fri 24 Feb, 5pm–late

Hosted by Adrian Todd Zuniga.
Image: Klowe Photography

Words and ideas come off the page and onto the stage for the exciting new Courtyard Sessions.
Grab a drink and join us for two nights of spoken word, music, hip hop and comedy from a range
of brilliant writers, performers and RTRFM 92.1 DJs.

On Saturday we bring to life Nick Earls’ extraordinary series of linked novellas, Wisdom Tree,
and Marieke Hardy and Angie Hart bring you a special Perth Writers Festival edition of their
smash-hit show Women of Letters.

Fri 24 Feb, 5pm–late
Raw Power
RTRFM 92.1 DJs
Literary Death Match

Sat 25 Feb, 6pm–late
Nick Earls’ Wisdom Tree
RTRFM 92.1 DJs
Women of Letters

Tickets
$10 entry
Visit perthfestival.com.au for
booking details.
Please note tickets cannot be
purchased at Writers Central
box office.

Presented in association with RTRFM 92.1

Join literary legend Nick Earls for an evening
of music, literature and drama as the stories of
his novella series Wisdom Tree are brought to
life. Featuring local performers and musicians,
this unique evening will explore family life in
the contemporary world of unpredictability,
celebrity and terrorism.
Sat 25 Feb, 6pm–late

WOMEN OF LETTERS
Literary phenomenon Women of Letters returns
for a show themed ‘A Letter to How I Got It Back’.
Madeleine Thien, Holly Throsby, Sisonke Msimang,
Lindy West, Dana Vulin and Alison Whittaker take
the stage with hosts Marieke Hardy and Angie Hart
to pay homage to the lost art of letter writing.

perthfestival.com.au

Courtyard, State Theatre Centre of WA

THE WISDOM TREE LIVE

@perthfest

On Friday we hear from three of the hottest spoken word artists – Sukhjit Kaur Khalsa,
Omar Musa and Ziggy – before USA’s Adrian Todd Zuniga hosts Literary Death Match.
From 5–7pm, guests from our line-up will join RTRFM 92.1 for a special live broadcast of Drivetime,
direct from the Courtyard.

Fri 24 Feb, 5pm–late

#perthfest

Hosted by Black Comedy writer and star Nakkiah Lui.

Supported by Creative New Zealand and Culture Ireland

#pwf17

COURTYARD SESSIONS

Part literary event, part comedy night, part gameshow,
Literary Death Match brings together Hera Lindsay Bird,
Nathan Hill, Julie Koh and Jay Kristoff to compete in
an edge-of-your-seat read-off. They will be critiqued by
celebrity judges Peadar O’Guilin, Andrea Gibbs and
Osamah Sami in a live showdown of wit and words.

@perwritersfest

LITERARY DEATH MATCH

COURTYARD SESSIONS

RAW POWER

Sat 25 Feb, 6pm–late
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ROLF DE HEER & MOLLY REYNOLDS

Join us to celebrate the work of two of Australia’s most vital creators of
cinema, from idea conception and writing to collaborative production, in this
world-first retrospective.
Discover or revisit these extraordinary films and hear the makers discuss
their work.
Dingo Thur 23 Feb, 7.30pm
The Tracker Fri 24 Feb, 7.30pm
Ten Canoes Sat 25 Feb, 4.30pm
Charlie’s Country Sat 25 Feb, 7.30pm
Another Country Sun 26 Feb, 4.30pm

Sun 26 Feb 7.30pm
*Free entry to In Conversation for
film ticket holders. More details at
perthfestival.com.au

State Library Theatre, State Library of Western Australia

A $18 / F $16 / C $17 / S $13.50

TEEN TALK

LOVE TO READ LOCAL LIVE

Join our favourite Young Adult authors and
2016 Inky Awards teen judge Chloe Kam.

We’re joining forces with writingWA to
feature brilliant home grown writers.

BODY LANGUAGE

YA FICTION

Hackett Hall, Sat 25 Feb, 10–11am

Hackett Hall, Sat 25 Feb, 1–2pm

Sukhjit Kaur Khalsa, Alison Whittaker
and Holly Throsby each present a piece
of new writing that empowers women’s
bodies. These readings will be followed
by a short panel hosted by Stella Schools
Ambassador Julia Lawrinson that
looks at the way gendered language
affects women.

Join our panel as they reflect on the role
that fiction can play in helping young
people navigate life’s complex pathways.
Dianne Touchell, Kate McCaffrey,
Meg Caddy and Julia Lawrinson talk to
AJ Betts.

Following packed-out screenings at last year’s Perth Writers Festival, our program of films
selected by guest authors returns for two sessions of passionately personal picks.
Ian McGuire introduces

Anna North introduces

THE 400 BLOWS

SUNSHINE

THE BOOKS THAT SHAPE US

Join our panel to explore the many
different faces of love and what we might
be driven to do for the sake of it. With
Josephine Wilson, Rashida Murphy,
Nicole Sinclair and Anthea Hodgson in
conversation with Ara Jansen.

Dolphin Theatre, Fri 24 Feb, 5.30pm

Dolphin Theatre, Sat 25 Feb, 5.30pm

FREE

FREE

Join Peadar O’Guilin, Garth Nix,
Zana Fraillon and Jared Thomas for an
illuminating conversation about the books
on their must-read list – and get a taste
of their latest works. With Adele Walsh.
Supported by Culture Ireland
Ages 14–17

PLACE AS CHARACTER
WORKSHOP
Fox Lecture Theatre, Sat 25 Feb, 3–4pm
What do city streets, cane fields and
caravan parks bring to a story? Is place
merely a setting for your characters or is
it a character itself? This workshop will
help you develop skills that will bring
the imagined places of your story to life!
With Alex Philp.

Presented in association with writingWA

CRIME AND CORRUPTION
Hackett Hall, Sat 25 Feb, 4–5pm
Sex, violence, intrigue, corruption and
betrayal – David Whish-Wilson, Leigh Straw,
Ron Elliott and Paul E. Hardisty talk crime
writing with Dawn Barker and lead us to a
deeper understanding of the social, political
and moral complexities of our society.
Presented in association with writingWA

perthfestival.com.au

American journalist and author Anna North
(The Life and Death of Sophie Stark) introduces
a favourite science fiction film. Featuring a
top-notch international cast, in Danny Boyle’s
Sunshine astronauts board a spaceship bound
for the dying sun in the year 2057.

ANYTHING FOR LOVE
Hackett Hall, Sat 25 Feb, 2.30–3.30pm

@perthfest

British novelist Ian McGuire (The North
Water) will tell of his love for this world
cinema classic. François Truffaut’s The
400 Blows is one of the greatest-ever films
about childhood, and was first shown at
our UWA Somerville cinema at PIAF 1960.

Ages 14–17

Ages 14–17
Hackett Hall, Sat 25 Feb, 11.30am–12.30pm

French with English subtitles.

Presented in association with writingWA

#perthfest

Presented in association with the
Stella Schools Program

THE BIG PICTURE

JULIA LAWRINSON

#pwf17

Image: Ten Canoes

Family and Education
Program Partner

Dingo, The Tracker and Ten Canoes
courtesy of the National Film and
Sound Archive of Australia

GARTH NIX

@perwritersfest

Still Our Country –
Reflections on a Culture Sun 26 Feb, 9pm

Rolf de Heer & Molly Reynolds
in Conversation with
Fenella Kernebone*

SPOTLIGHT ON ...

TRACKING COUNTRY

Ages 14–17
Bookings required

FREE
All Teen Talk and Love to Read Local Live events are free
Image: The 400 Blows

Image: Sunshine
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FRIDAY 24 FEBRUARY

FRIDAY

24 FEBRUARY

THE CHINA
EFFECT

THE FLAME
THROWERS

Octagon Theatre, 6–7pm

Winthrop Hall, 10–11am

Winthrop Hall, 1–2pm

Barbara Arrowsmith-Young is
recognised as a pioneer in the field
of neuroplasticity. Author of the
international bestseller The Woman Who
Changed Her Brain, she has spent years
developing programs that harness the
brain’s ability to change and rewire itself
over one’s lifetime. Join her as she shares
her insights into this fascinating area
of research.

Madeleine O’Dea has been an eyewitness
to the Chinese people’s ongoing struggle
for freedom of expression over the last
30 years, Madeleine Thien’s latest novel
examines the far-reaching effects of China’s
revolutionary history and Mei Fong has
spent years documenting the repercussions
of the one-child policy on every sector of
Chinese society.

We’ve seen an edge creep into Australian
society that is at odds with our supposed
happy-go-lucky image – our young people
drinking themselves to death, gender
inequality, racism.

A $40 / F $36.50 / S $25

In many ways the Helen Keller
of neuroplasty.
THE GLOBE AND MAIL

These three authors talk to Annabel Smith
about China’s history of social engineering
and the repercussions for China’s future
generations and the world.

Elspeth Muir, author of Wasted: A Story
of Alcohol, Grief and a Death in Brisbane,
Clementine Ford, author of Fight Like a
Girl, playwright and Black Comedy writer
and actor Nakkiah Lui, and award-winning
author of Here Come the Dogs, Omar Musa,
shine a light on some of our most pressing
issues with Geoff Hutchison.

A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50

A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50

perthfestival.com.au

The Big Picture is back with two
passionately personal film picks from
Ian McGuire and Anna North (p8).

SHAPING
THE MIND

OMAR MUSA

@perthfest

Delve into more introspective
self-reflection – from man’s inquisitive
nature (Life of Curiosity p13), the art
of comedy (Personal Punchlines p12)
to pioneering medical research (The
Woman Who Changed Her Brain p12).

MADELEINE THIEN

#perthfest

Provocateurs such as Ben Rawlence
and Alejandro Zambra explore the
global refugee crisis (Borderline p14)
and activism through fiction
(Dark Mirror p14).

BARBARA ARROWSMITH-YOUNG

#pwf17

From global and local politics (The
China Effect p11, The Land of the
‘Fair Go’ p12) to incendiary social
commentary (Opinion Makers p13)
and pressing social issues
(The Flame Throwers p11).

@perwritersfest

Dive headfirst into the big issues.
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Tropical Grove, 10–11am

What is it about flawed characters that
makes such compelling fiction? From the
brilliant but infuriating artist in Anna North’s
novel or the downright evil antagonist created
by Ian McGuire to the overlooked lovers,
wives and mistresses throughout history in
Laura Elizabeth Woollett’s short stories,
these unconventional subjects present us
with unique and gripping perspectives. With
Geraldine Blake.

For the last two decades Kim Mahood has
been returning to Tanami desert country
to map the profound connection she has to
place. Malachy Tallack has compiled an atlas
of undiscovered islands that has captured our
imaginations. They talk with Rosemary Sayer
about mapping place.

FREE

Woolnough Lecture Theatre, 10–11am

PERSONAL PUNCHLINES

The Bone Sparrow by Zana Fraillon is a deeply
moving look at a small boy’s life in a refugee
camp. Barbed Wire and Cherry Blossoms by
Anita Heiss is an empathic examination of
the life of a Japanese prisoner of war who
escapes in 1944 and goes into hiding in the
Australian bush. These two authors share their
stories of survival, freedom and hope with
Sara Foster.

Dolphin Theatre, 10–11am
Writer and actor Nakkiah Lui draws on her
experiences of being a Gamillaroi/Torres
Strait Islander woman in her comedy.
Osamah Sami has written a hilarious and
heartbreaking memoir. They talk to
Fenella Kernebone about mining the
personal for comedic effect.
A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50

THE WOMAN WHO
CHANGED HER BRAIN
Murdoch Lecture Theatre, 10–11am

THE LAND OF THE ‘FAIR GO’
Octagon Theatre, 10–11am
Does the Australia of the ‘fair go’ exist
anymore? It used to be one of the values
Australians respected most, but does
it actually apply to welfare, education,
environment and equality? We ask
William Maley and Clementine Ford
what sort of country we are becoming.
With Andrew Burrell.
A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50

FREE

MUCH ADO ABOUT
SHAKESPEARE
Writers Central, 10–11am
Donovan Bixley spent 10 years working on
his illustrated biography Much Ado About
Shakespeare, which won the 2016 Russell
Clark Award for illustration. In a session that
humanises this literary god, Bixley will
reveal a side of Shakespeare you’ve never
seen before.
Supported by Creative New Zealand
FREE

FLIGHTS OF FANTASY
Alexander Lecture Theatre, 11.30am–12.30pm
Join three masters of the fantasy genre as
they share the stage and their recent books.
Garth Nix returns us to the much loved Old
Kingdom, where power struggles are still
at play, Jay Kristoff introduces us to a feisty
protagonist hell-bent on revenge in his new
series and Ken Liu’s magnificent new fantasy
epic reimagines the rise of the Han Dynasty.
With Andrew Cameron.
FREE

OUT OF THE RUINS
Murdoch Lecture Theatre, 11.30am–12.30pm
Ruins by Rajith Savanadasa is a sweeping
family saga exploring the aftermath of the
Sri Lankan civil war. Under the Udala Trees by
Chinelo Okparanta is a love story set against
the backdrop of civil war in Nigeria. These
two authors talk with Sarah Kanowski about
exploring these moments through fiction.
FREE

LIFE OF CURIOSITY
Octagon Theatre, 11.30am–12.30pm
‘Why?’ It’s one of the first questions we ask
as a child and one we’re still asking at the end
of our lives. Curiosity is one of the greatest
drivers of imagination, learning, development
and progression. In his most personal book
to date, writer, translator, editor and critic
Alberto Manguel tracks his own life of
curiosity in conversation with Phillip Adams.
A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50

THE CRIMINAL ELEMENT
Tropical Grove, 11.30am–12.30pm
The new novels from Jane Harper and
Jock Serong are evocative explorations
of place through suspenseful writing. The
authors talk to Dawn Barker about their
tightly wound thrillers.
FREE

OPINION MAKERS
Winthrop Hall, 11.30am–12.30pm
There’s an art to writing opinion pieces
that are informed, provocative and funny.
We’ve asked three of the best – Lindy West,
Sisonke Msimang and Peter Mares – to
share the difference between constructive
arguments that will change the world and
polemic clickbait.

FREE

CHALLENGING ASSUMPTIONS:
30 YEARS OF INDEPENDENT
INDIGENOUS PUBLISHING
Writers Central, 11.30am–12.30pm
The future of identity writing is shifting.
Join Indigenous publishing house
Magabala Books and authors Jared Thomas,
Bruce Pascoe and Alison Whittaker as they
explore, challenge, redefine and bust open
the narratives of culture, identity and
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
storytelling in Australia.
FREE

LARGER THAN LIFE
Alexander Lecture Theatre, 1–2pm
Jeff Sparrow has written a compelling
biography of African-American singer,
actor and political activist Paul Robeson.
Ashleigh Wilson has had unprecedented
access to Brett Whiteley’s estate while
writing his recent portrait of the artist. They
share their fresh perspectives on these 20th
century icons with Fenella Kernebone.
FREE

CREATIVITY BOUND
Dolphin Theatre, 1–2pm
What is the cost of a creative life? Does
pursuing your dreams mean compromising
on relationships? Jessie Burton, Anna North,
Zoë Morrison and Nick Earls consider the
pressures of artistic integrity and the pull
between art and heart. They talk with
Annabel Smith.

perthfestival.com.au

FREE

BEHIND THE FENCE

A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50

@perthfest

Born with severe learning disabilities,
Barbara Arrowsmith-Young struggled to
comprehend language, reading and writing
as a child. After chancing upon research at
graduate school, she was inspired to invent
cognitive exercises to ‘fix’ her brain and now
teaches the Arrowsmith Program around the
world. She shares her remarkable history with
Jane Cornes.

FREE

Written in the form of a multiple choice test,
Alejandro Zambra’s Multiple Choice offers a
new kind of reading experience. Described
as ‘Dazzling … a work of parody, but also
of poetry’, by The New York Times, it is at
once funny, poignant and political. He joins
William Yeoman to talk about love and family,
authoritarianism and its legacy.

#perthfest

Alexander Lecture Theatre, 10–11am

There is a fine line between tragedy and
comedy but Toni Jordan, Nathan Hill and
Josephine Wilson manage the balance with
witty dialogue and a healthy dose of irony.
They discuss the role of humour in their
novels with Liam Pieper.

#pwf17

MAPS OF THE HEART

MULTIPLE CHOICE
Woolnough Lecture Theatre, 11.30am–12.30pm

@perwritersfest

ANTI-HEROES

LAUGH LINES
Dolphin Theatre, 11.30am–12.30pm

FRIDAY 24 FEBRUARY

FRIDAY 24 FEBRUARY

A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50

A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50
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TUG OF WAR

DARK MIRROR

Murdoch Lecture Theatre, 1–2pm

Alexander Lecture Theatre, 2.30–3.30pm

Anita Heiss, Armando Lucas Correa and
Jacinta Halloran explore the legacy of
World War II in different ways in their new
books. They talk with Emily Paull about the
reverberations of history and their gripping
new fiction.

What is the place of politics in fiction?
Are writers ‘guerrillas of the imagination’,
holding a mirror up to our own society?
Three writers interested in the intersection
between fiction and politics –
Chinelo Okparanta, Nathan Hill
and Alejandro Zambra – talk with
Annabel Smith.

FREE

Octagon Theatre, 1–2pm

THE COLLECTOR
AND THE ARTIST
Tropical Grove, 1–2pm

MURDER COMES TO TOWN
Murdoch Lecture Theatre, 2.30–3.30pm
Holly Throsby and Jane Harper’s
atmospheric new novels thrum with
tension and mystery. They talk with
David Cohen about their creative process
and why small country towns are the
perfect settings for murder.
FREE

BORDERLINE

FREE

COMMON GROUND
Woolnough Lecture Theatre, 2.30–3.30pm

DO NOT SAY WE HAVE NOTHING

Kim Mahood has spent years travelling in the
remote north, exploring the rupture between
black and white relations in contemporary
Australia. Bruce Pascoe’s ground-breaking
work Dark Emu argues for a reconsideration
of the ‘hunter-gatherer’ tag for precolonial
Aboriginal Australians. Join them for a
conversation with Sarah Schladow about
the importance of land and the value of
Indigenous knowledge.

Octagon Theatre, 4–5pm

FREE

TWISTS OF FATE
Alexander Lecture Theatre, 4–5pm
Hannah Rosenthal flees Nazi Germany
for a new life in Cuba in The German Girl
by Armando Lucas Correa, while
Arkady Kulakov finds hope in Australia
after surviving imprisonment in Auschwitz
in Liam Pieper’s The Toymaker. At a time
when millions of people around the world
are fleeing conflict, these powerful novels
remind us of the cost of doing nothing.
With Jenny Ackland.
FREE

Octagon Theatre, 2.30–3.30pm

THE MODERN QUEEN
Dolphin Theatre, 4–5pm

How do artists process unfathomable
public and private grief and reflect it back
to us in their art? Ruth Little speaks with
Marwa al-Sabouni (architect), Jonathon
Young (Betroffenheit), Dmitry Krymov (Opus
No. 7), Jacobus Capone (Forgiving Night for
Day) and Susan Varga (poet).

We’ve seen an unprecedented movement
of people around the globe in the last
decade and an alarming reaction by
Western governments to limit the flow of
migrants and refugees into their countries,
while simultaneously increasing temporary
migration options. What is the long term
effect of this policy and what has happened
to our humanity? William Maley, Peter Mares
and Ben Rawlence talk to Rosemary Sayer.

FREE

A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50

REFLECTIONS ON GRIEF
Woolnough Lecture Theatre, 1–2pm

FREE

Julia Baird has spent years researching
the extraordinary story of the world’s
most influential, intriguing and surprising
ruler, Queen Victoria. The longest reigning
monarch in English history at the time of her
death, she was a powerful woman whose
rule influenced suffrage, anti-poverty and
anti-slavery movements. With Kirsti Melville.

Shortlisted for the 2016 Man Booker Prize,
Madeleine Thien’s luminescent third novel
charts the intertwined lives of three music
prodigies during China’s cultural revolution.
Reaching back from the 1940s to the present
day, this stunning novel examines two of the
most significant moments in China’s recent
history. She speaks with Bron Sibree.
A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50

WAYS OF BEING HERE
Tropical Grove, 4–5pm
Join us for this panel, exploring notions of
race, belonging, identity and writing through
four short stories from the short story
collection Ways of Being Here. The collection
was the result of a mentoring collaboration
between established WA writers and young
writers of African descent who submitted
flash fiction to a panel of judges in 2016.
Tinashe Jakwa, Laurie Steed,
Rafeif Ismail and Ken Spillman talk
with Sisonke Msimang.
FREE

perthfestival.com.au

FREE

A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50

Supported by Creative New Zealand

@perthfest

Poet and writer Melissa Ashley
investigates the life of artist
Elizabeth Gould, wife of famous
zoologist John Gould, in The Birdman’s
Wife while Bernice Barry sheds light
on pioneering botanist Georgiana Molloy
in her recent biography. They talk to
Barbara Horgan about these fascinating
women and their contribution to
Australian history.

When the Communist Party leaders adopted
the one-child policy in 1980 it became
the world’s largest experiment in social
engineering. Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist
Mei Fong has spent years documenting
this policy and its repercussions for
every sector of Chinese society. She talks
with Phillip Adams about the long term
implications for China and the world.

Lee Zachariah and Mark Di Stefano travelled
the length and breadth of Australia for the
2016 double dissolution election campaign.
From big cities to small towns, interstate
highways to dusty backroads, they
followed the twists and turns of
Malcolm Turnbull and Bill Shorten’s
campaign. They share what really happened
behind the scenes of this historic election.

#perthfest

A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50

LITTLE EMPERORS
Dolphin Theatre, 2.30–3.30pm

Alison Whittaker and Hera Lindsay Bird
are both writing poetry that is playful,
irreverent, impassioned and exciting.
They share some of their recent poetry
with Charlotte Guest and talk about
overcoming taboos and being fearless
with the written word.

#pwf17

Paul Keating saw political leadership as the
combination of courage and imagination,
blazing a trail of reform that still attracts
ardent admirers and the staunchest of critics.
Troy Bramston draws on 15 hours of new
interviews with Keating, as well as access to
his extensive personal files, to bring us the
definitive biography of Australia’s 24th
Prime Minister. He talks with Andrew Burrell.

FREE

ON THE CAMPAIGN TRAIL
Murdoch Lecture Theatre, 4–5pm

@perwritersfest

THE KEATING LEGACY

POETIC TENSION
Tropical Grove, 2.30–3.30pm

FRIDAY 24 FEBRUARY

FRIDAY 24 FEBRUARY

A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50
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SATURDAY 25 FEBRUARY

SATURDAY

25 FEBRUARY

FULL BORE

SONGS OF A WAR BOY

Octagon Theatre, 6–7pm

Winthrop Hall, 6–7pm

Octagon Theatre, 2.30–3.30pm

Hannah Kent’s Burial Rites was one of
the most talked about debut novels in
Australia. Readers fell in love with her
haunting tale of ritual and isolation
in Iceland.

Actor and writer William McInnes has
been beloved for decades for his warm
and witty reflections on life. He is a
natural chronicler of Australian culture,
casting an irreverent eye over our
sport-obsessed nation.

Recently named 2017 NSW Australian of
the Year, Sudanese child soldier and refugee
Deng Adut has overcome adversity to become
a lawyer and advocate for the disenfranchised.

Her new book The Good People is equally
exceptional, a stunning exploration of
folklore and belief, rituals and stories in
19th century Ireland. Kent captures the
beauty and lyricism of Ireland with great
empathy for the struggle of the Irish
people of that time.

A $40 / F $36.50 / S $25

The Good People gave me
chills ... a haunting novel,
shrewdly conceived and
beautifully written.

A $40 / F $36.50 / S $25

Picture a kind of backyard
Proust in stubbies and thongs.
SYDNEY MORNING HERALD

A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50

A tale beyond remarkable.
SYDNEY MORNING HERALD

perthfestival.com.au

She joins Richard Fidler in conversation
about her brilliant new novel.

He joins Barbara Horgan for a hilarious
and nostalgic look at Aussie life.

Now helping refugees in Western Sydney,
Adut’s story is an important reminder of the
power of compassion and what can happen
when we open our doors and hearts to those
fleeing war, persecution and trauma. With
Meri Fatin.

@perthfest

And don’t miss out on our unique
Young Adult fiction and local writers
events (Teen Talk and Love to Read
Local Live p9).

THE GOOD PEOPLE

DENG ADUT

#perthfest

Discover the attraction of big
personalities (Portrait of Brett p19, Paul
Robeson: A Life Through Song p20) and
ponder the long-term repercussions of
social media (Beyond Clicktivism p18,
#hashtagheadlines p19).

WILLIAM MCINNES

#pwf17

Crime lovers can take a walk on the wild
side as we explore the bumpy terrain of
true crime (Bowraville p21, Cautionary
Tales p18, The Wicked Boy p20).

HANNAH KENT

@perwritersfest

Fire up your imagination with
luminous fiction (Days Without End p19,
The Muse p20), while globetrotters
Richard Fidler and Malachy Tallack
reveal the transformative power of travel,
both literal and metaphorical (Ghost
Empire p18, Exploring Parallels p21).

THE AUSTRALIAN

17

CAUTIONARY TALES

PAST TENSE

Dolphin Theatre, 10–11am

The University Club Theatre, 10–11am

Crime novelist Candice Fox is a
self-confessed true crime junkie, whose
fascination with murder fuels her writing.
Journalist Dan Box turned Australia’s least
known serial killings into front page news
with his podcast Bowraville. They talk
about the allure of the criminal.

Jessie Burton imagines two distinct eras of
the 20th century in The Muse, Hannah Kent
plunges us into 19th century Ireland in
The Good People and Melissa Ashley takes us
back to a time of discovery in The Birdman’s
Wife. They talk with Geraldine Blake about
their new fiction.

A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50

A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50

BEYOND CLICKTIVISM
Winthrop Hall, 10–11am
At a time when we are more connected than
ever before, and when more people get their
news from their Twitter feed than traditional
media, are we mistaking social media activity
for political activism? Is clicktivism the new
norm when it comes to political participation?
Julia Baird, Clementine Ford and Jeff Sparrow
talk to David Cohen about political engagement
in 2017.

THE GERMAN GIRL

When his son Joe turned 14, Richard Fidler
took him on the ultimate coming-of-age
adventure – a journey to Turkey to explore
the ghost empire of Constantinople. The
resulting memoir is a beautiful examination
of the relationship between father and son
as well as stunning ode to a lost civilisation.
He talks with Susan Wyndham.

Woolnough Lecture Theatre, 10–11am
Armando Lucas Correa’s debut novel
is an extraordinary literary mystery that
spans Nazi Germany to contemporary
Cuba. Examining the consequences
of closed borders, this beautiful novel
reminds us of the lessons to be learnt in
humanity’s darkest moments. Correa talks
with Bron Sibree.
FREE

Tropical Grove, 10–11am
Rashida Murphy, Carmel Bird and
Rajith Savanadasa test the ties and
breaking points of family in their
new novels, using family dynamics to
explore bigger societal issues.
They talk with Jane Cornes.
FREE

SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET

Murdoch Lecture Theatre, 11.30am–12.30pm
Lee Zachariah, Elspeth Muir and Mei Fong
weave elements of their own lives into their
non-fiction writing. Their books are more
powerful as a result – but at what price to
the authors themselves? They talk with
Kathryn Shine.
FREE

ADVENTURE TRAILS
Octagon Theatre, 11.30am–12.30pm
Australian adventurer, author and filmmaker
Tim Cope has spent the best part of a
decade travelling to traditional parts of
Central Asia and Russia. Recently awarded
a Peace Medal from the Government of
Mongolia, he has a special affinity with the
nomadic societies of the Steppe. He shares
his latest adventures, from the remote
desert to high glacier-capped peaks.
A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50

DOROTHY HEWETT
AWARD CEREMONY
Tropical Grove, 11.30am–12.30pm

Jacinta Halloran explores the impact of a
family death and heredity in The Science of
Appearances, while Liam Pieper’s The Toy
Maker and Josephine Wilson’s Extinctions
consider the burden of secrets and lies.
They talk with Kathryn Shine.

The Dorothy Hewett Award, now in its
second year, is a national award for an
unpublished manuscript. The Hewett prize
is open to poetry, fiction and narrative
non-fiction. Join UWA Publishing for the
announcement of the $10,000 award
winner – and celebrate the next wave of
brilliant books produced at UWA.

FREE

FREE

Writers Central, 10–11am

DAYS WITHOUT END
Winthrop Hall, 11.30am–12.30pm
Moving from the plains of Wyoming to
Tennessee, Sebastian Barry’s lyrical new
novel Days Without End is a masterpiece of
atmosphere and language. Barry provides a
fresh look at some of the most fateful years
of America’s past. With Sarah Kanowski.
A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50

OFFBEAT
Writers Central, 11.30am–12.30pm
Spoken word and hip hop artists Omar Musa,
Ziggy, L-FRESH The LION and Inua Ellams
are interested in reshaping the social narrative
and culture of their environments. They talk to
Fenella Kernebone about using their voice to
enact change.
FREE

AGAINST THE ODDS
Woolnough Lecture Theatre, 11.30am–12.30pm
Author of City of Thorns, Ben Rawlence, is
an agitator for social change. Deng Adut
overcame his past as a child soldier in Sudan
to become a lawyer and advocate for refugees.
They talk with Sisonke Msimang about the
plight of our most vulnerable global citizens.
FREE

NEW YORK DAMES
Dolphin Theatre, 1–2pm
Early 20th century New York is brought vividly
to life through the spirited protagonists of
Natasha Lester’s A Kiss from Mr Fitzgerald
and Amy Stewart’s Lady Cop Makes Trouble.
From dreams of being a doctor during the
roaring twenties to a super-sleuthing deputy
sheriff tackling crime in the 1910s, both are
women forging their own path against the
odds. They talk with Sarah McNeill.
A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50

perthfestival.com.au

FAMILY TIES

A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50

A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50

@perthfest

Octagon Theatre, 10–11am

A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50

Brett Whiteley was one of Australia’s most
celebrated artists, winning the Archibald,
Wynne and Sulman prizes in the same year.
Ashleigh Wilson reveals the full portrait of
this mercurial artist in his recent biography.
He talks with William Yeoman.

PERSONAL POLITICS

A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50

GHOST EMPIRE

We’ve seen exponential growth in social
media activity around the world but what
influence does this have on politics and
policy? From energising younger voters
to peddling polarised political views,
Mark Di Stefano, Lindy West and
Mark Colvin talk with Di Darmody
about the positives and pitfalls of our
social connectivity.

#perthfest

FREE

The University Club Theatre, 11.30am–12.30pm

#pwf17

Nick Earls is on a mission to bring the
novella back after releasing the five richly
intelligent novellas that make up Wisdom
Tree. Alejandro Zambra plays with form in
his new novel Multiple Choice, written as a
standardised test. Both authors invite readers
to engage with their writing in playful and
moving ways. They talk with Susan Midalia.

PORTRAIT OF BRETT

Dolphin Theatre, 11.30am–12.30pm

@perwritersfest

OUT OF THE BOX
Murdoch Lecture Theatre, 10–11am

#HASHTAGHEADLINES

SATURDAY 25 FEBRUARY

SATURDAY 25 FEBRUARY
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FOR THE LOVE OF CRIME

NEVERNIGHT

Murdoch Lecture Theatre, 1–2pm

Woolnough Lecture Theatre, 1–2pm

David Whish-Wilson’s Old Scores is a
heady tale of excess, dirty secrets and
disgrace in the early 80s; Jane Harper’s
The Dry is a tightly woven study of a town
about to combust and Candice Fox’s
Crimson Lake is an edgy thriller of secrets
that will keep you guessing to the very
end. They talk crime with Ray Glickman.

The New York Times bestselling author
Jay Kristoff shares his spellbinding
new fantasy epic Nevernight. Set in the
dark heart of an academy for assassins,
Mia Corvere is apprenticed to the deadliest
flock of killers in the entire republic – and
seeking vengeance against the powers who
destroyed her family. He shares his new
fantasy work with Ara Jansen.

FREE

THE WICKED BOY
Octagon Theatre, 1–2pm

SALTWATER WOMEN
Tropical Grove, 1–2pm

FREE

FREE

WILD FRONTIERS
Dolphin Theatre, 2.30–3.30pm
Sebastian Barry’s brilliant new novel
Days Without End takes place on America’s
frontier in the mid 1850s, while One by
Patrick Holland presents us with Australia’s
last bushrangers in 19th century Queensland.
They talk to Bron Sibree about how these
years have been formative in the myth-making
of American and Australian history.
A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50

PAUL ROBESON:
A LIFE THROUGH SONG

Readers around the world loved
Jessie Burton’s debut The Miniaturist,
a richly layered tale of 17th century
Amsterdam. Her new novel The Muse
is equally seductive, an unforgettable
exploration of aspiration and identity, love
and obsession, authenticity and deception.
In conversation with Di Darmody.
A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50

Murdoch Lecture Theatre, 2.30–3.30pm
Paul Robeson was a modern renaissance
man – a lawyer, linguist, actor, professional
athlete, civil rights activist and one of the
greatest singers of the 20th century. The son
of an escaped slave, Robeson became an
international superstar before his political
convictions brought him undone. Author
Jeff Sparrow uses Robeson’s music and
other recordings to tell the story of the rise
and fall of an extraordinary talent.
FREE

FREE

CASUALTIES OF WAR
The University Club Theatre, 2.30–3.30pm
The devastating conflict in Syria is one of
the worst humanitarian crises of our times.
More than five years since it begun, over
250,000 people have lost their lives, with
millions more displaced. What hope is
there that this conflict will end?
Patrick Cockburn is a journalist
specialising in the Middle East, while
Marwa al-Sabouni is a Syrian architect
living and working in Homs. They talk to
Mark Colvin.
A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50

THE PAPER MENAGERIE

Woolnough Lecture Theatre, 2.30–3.30pm
Ken Liu has quickly become one of the
most original, thought-provoking writers
of his generation. He employs metaphor
to examine humanity and identity, with
prose that is profound, beguiling and
heartbreaking. He talks to Susan Midalia
about his collection of short fiction
The Paper Menagerie and his move to epic
fantasy with The Grace of Kings.
FREE

GOOD MUSLIM BOY

BOWRAVILLE
Murdoch Lecture Theatre, 4–5pm
The Australian’s National Crime Reporter
Dan Box is the creator of the gripping
true crime podcast Bowraville, which
examines the unsolved murders of three
Aboriginal children in the early 1990s.
Tracking the case from the disappearance
of the first child to the current attempt by
NSW police to prosecute the murderers,
this is a compelling study into the role
that race played in the investigation
and the failings of the justice system.
Presented by The Walkley Foundation in
conversation with Jacqui Park.
FREE

EXPLORING PARALLELS
The University Club Theatre, 4–5pm
Several years ago Richard Fidler travelled
to Italy and Turkey with his son Joe,
tracing the rise and fall of Constantinople.
Malachy Tallack undertook an equally
epic journey travelling the 60th parallel –
the borderland between the northern and
southern hemisphere – following his father’s
death. Both men share their transformative
journeys with Jane Cornes.
A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50

NOMADIC LIVES

Writers Central, 2.30–3.30pm

Writers Central, 4–5pm

Meet Osamah Sami – schemer, dreamer
and madcap anti-hero of spectacular
proportions. Despite his best-laid plans to be
a ‘good Muslim boy’, his terrible life choices
keep leading to cataclysmic consequences.
Join him for a hilarious and heartbreaking
true tale of what we’ll do to live up to
expectations and what we must do to live
with ourselves. Sami talks with Bruce Russell.

Tim Cope and Agustinus Wibowo are
explorers, immersing themselves in the
cultures they encounter all over the world.
They talk with Tineke Van der Eecken
about their most recent journeys and living
nomadic lives.

FREE

perthfestival.com.au

THE MUSE
The University Club Theatre, 1–2pm

Supported by Creative New Zealand

A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50

@perthfest

Dylan Coleman and Sarah Drummond tell
tales of the sea, salt water and sand dunes.
They talk with Jenny Ackland about their
life in relation to water and their intrinsic
connection to the coast.

Family Skeleton by Carmel Bird is
a witty, offbeat look at an affluent
Toorak family keeping up appearances.
Portable Curiosities by Julie Koh is a darkly
funny, satirical look at contemporary
Australian life. These two writers share
their unique and wry viewpoints with
William Yeoman.

Kate Summerscale has spent years
researching a shocking Victorian murder
for The Wicked Boy while Julia Baird draws
on fresh sources in her biography Victoria:
The Queen. They share their sleuthing with
Susan Wyndham.

#perthfest

A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50

Writers Central, 1–2pm

Seven poets, seven minutes each.
This year’s Big Read features extraordinary
poets, established and emerging:
Alison Whittaker, Amanda Joy,
Caitlin Maling, Charlotte Guest,
Hera Lindsay Bird, Susan Varga and
Zoe Barnard. Hosted by Lucy Dougan
and in partnership with Australian Poetry
as part of the Australian Poets Festival.

#pwf17

Kate Summerscale, author of the
bestselling The Suspicions of Mr Whicher,
returns with The Wicked Boy – a riveting
account of the shocking murder case that
sent late Victorian Britain into a frenzy. Not
only is this a meticulous examination of a
shocking murder, but a compelling account
of the aftermath of the crime. She talks with
Phillip Adams.

SUBVERSIVE INTENT

LITERARY DETECTIVES
Dolphin Theatre, 4–5pm

@perwritersfest

FREE

THE BIG READ
Tropical Grove, 2.30–3.30pm

SATURDAY 25 FEBRUARY

SATURDAY 25 FEBRUARY

FREE
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26 FEBRUARY

RIPPED FROM THE HEADLINES
Dolphin Theatre, 11.30am–12.30pm

Wide brown landscapes shimmering in
the baking heat, our vocal obsession
with sport and our laid-back laconic wit
are some of the iconic attributes
of Australian life. Jock Serong,
William McInnes and David Francis
share their latest Australian stories with
Jane Cornes.

Our collective obsession with true crime
seems to be increasing rather than
abating. Whether it is podcasts, crime
fiction or documentaries, we can’t get
enough of it. Amy Stewart, Leigh Straw
and Kate Summerscale are three writers
finding inspiration for their writing in true
crime from the past. What is it about these
historic crimes that still intrigues us today?
With Tony Malkovic.

A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50

PITCH PERFECT

With her inimitable good humour,
vulnerability and charm, West debunks
the myth that feminists can’t be funny.

WRITING AMERICA
The University Club Theatre, 10–11am
Jane Smiley, Nathan Hill and
Sebastian Barry examine American
history in their new novels. From the
Civil War and 1960s counter culture
to more recent events such as 9/11.
Join them for a reading of their
new work and to hear them talk to
Susan Midalia about their fascination
with American culture.
A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50

She talks with Kirsti Melville.
A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50

Incisive and funny ... a woman
reaping the rewards and
weathering the consequences
of speaking her mind.
SLATE

THE NARRATIVE DESIRE
Woolnough Lecture Theatre, 10–11am
It is human nature to make sense of our
world through narrative and metaphor.
Storytelling, creative writing and reading
have long been recognised for their
therapeutic potential. We’ve asked poet
Susan Varga, philosopher Damon Young
and novelist Ken Liu to share their reading
lives with Susan Wyndham.
FREE

FREE

LEFT, RIGHT, LEFT – THE MARCH
OF POLITICS
Octagon Theatre, 11.30am–12.30pm
The last Australian federal election delivered
a number of surprises – including voters
shunning the major political parties in
favour of independents and minor parties
like One Nation – while in the United
States, new President Trump faces
a divided country. Lee Zachariah,
Thomas Frank and Troy Bramston
talk politics with Andrew Burrell.
A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50

WITNESS TO HISTORY
The University Club Theatre, 11.30am–12.30pm
Patrick Cockburn, Mark Colvin and
Madeleine O’Dea have reported from global
events and conflicts for over 20 years. They
talk with Kirsti Melville about bearing witness
to moments in our collective history that have
changed the world.

perthfestival.com.au

Be sure to check out programming
for the young, by the young with our
Curated by Kids sessions (p27).

FREE

@perthfest

Seattle-based writer, performer and
activist Lindy West has been called ‘an
essential (and hilarious) voice for women’
by Lena Dunham. This outspoken writer
doesn’t hold back when it comes to the
issues of feminism, social justice and body
image, her articles and tweets generating
plenty of discussion and criticism in the
online sphere.

Winthrop Hall, 1–2pm

Ken Liu’s multi award-winning short stories
are inventive, playful and invoke magic from
the mundane, Julie Koh reimagines our
world with a dark, satirical twist in her new
collection and Laura Elizabeth Woollett
surprises us with another side to some of
history’s infamous characters. They talk
with Laurie Steed about short stories that
pack a punch.

#perthfest

Our desire to understand our world
through storytelling is drawn out in
The Narrative Desire (p23) and The Art
of Reading (p24), while some of our
finest writers share their experience of
witnessing historic events take place
(Witness to History p23, The Age of
Jihad p25, Marwa al-Sabouni p4).

SHRILL

LITTLE MAGIC
Murdoch Lecture Theatre, 11.30am–12.30pm

#pwf17

LINDY WEST

Classical music features
prominently in the new novels by
Madeleine Thien and Zoë Morrison.
Do Not Say We Have Nothing uses
music as a lens to explore political
upheaval in China, while Music and
Freedom is a compelling study of the
transformative power of music. The
authors speak with William Yeoman
about their writing and love of music.

A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50
@perwritersfest

Murdoch Lecture Theatre, 10–11am

Wrap up your literary weekend with
a full day of debate and discovery,
from the baffling state of US politics
(The People’s Party? p25) to the lure of
American culture (American Life p25,
Writing America p23), from the magic of
place (The Placemakers p24, Australiana
p23) to the politically charged meaning
of home (This Place Called Home p24).

SUNDAY 26 FEBRUARY

SUNDAY

AUSTRALIANA
Dolphin Theatre, 10–11am

A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50
23

LORE AND LEGEND

THE ART OF READING

THE AGE OF JIHAD

STRANGE LANDS

Winthrop Hall, 11.30am–12.30pm

The University Club Theatre, 1–2pm

Octagon Theatre, 2.30–3.30pm

Dolphin Theatre, 4–5pm

Irish myth and folklore are woven
throughout the new novels of
Hannah Kent and Peadar O’Guilin.
They talk to Annabel Smith about how
the fae are an integral part of
Irish culture.

Alberto Manguel has devoted his life to
reading, even moving to France so that he
could accommodate his library of more
than 30,000 books. Philosopher and writer
Damon Young extolls the virtues of reading
in his new book, and novelist Jane Smiley
has long championed the benefits of close
reading. They talk to William Yeoman about
this most wonderful pursuit.

One of the world’s leading
commentators on the Middle East,
Patrick Cockburn, examines the
dominant conflict of our time – the
Sunni-Shia war – and the subsequent
origins of ISIS. He speaks with
Geoff Hutchison.

Alberto Manguel has been a traveller
to imaginary places for as long as he
has been reading. Malachy Tallack has
recently written a volume of undiscovered
islands – a survey of 24 islands that never
existed. Join them for an adventure to
some of the world’s strangest places.

A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50

A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50

Supported by Culture Ireland
A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50

Woolnough Lecture Theatre, 11.30am–12.30pm

LOVE LANGUAGE
Dolphin Theatre, 1–2pm

THE PLACEMAKERS

FREE

THIS PLACE CALLED HOME

Dolphin Theatre, 2.30–3.30pm

Agustinus Wibowo spent ten years
wandering the world before the pull of
home was too great to ignore, Inua Ellams
explores the universal longing for a place
to call home in his poetry and writing, and
Sisonke Msimang considers what home
means to someone who has grown up
in exile. They share their stories with
Jane Cornes.
A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50

A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50

Pulitzer Prize-winning novelist and
essayist Jane Smiley is a brilliant
chronicler of 20th century life in the
USA. Her recent trilogy Last One
Hundred Years: A Family Saga is an
exhilarating work of epic scope that
follows an American family from 1920
to 2020. Against this backdrop of
domestic life, we witness big changes
in the United States. Smiley speaks with
novelist David Francis.
A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50

BOTANICAL SLEUTHS
Woolnough Lecture Theatre, 2.30–3.30pm
Amy Stewart has written six non-fiction
books on the perils and pleasures of the
natural world, including The Drunken
Botanist and Wicked Plants. Bernice Barry
is the author of the meticulously researched
biography of Georgiana Molloy, one of
Australia’s first internationally successful
female botanists. They talk with
Vivienne Glance.

perthfestival.com.au

A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50

Ian McGuire’s The North Water is a gripping
tale played out against the darkness of
an Arctic winter. Sarah Drummond’s
The Sound is an evocative story that takes
place on the shoreline of Australia’s south.
They share their thrilling stories with
Di Darmody.

The world has watched with bated breath
over the last year as the United States
presidential election veered from surprise to
shock to stunning conclusion. As President
Trump is sworn in as the 45th American
President, what has become clear is the
disconnect felt between blue-collar America
and the major political parties. Political
commentator and journalist Thomas Frank
explains why this polarisation is happening.

@perthfest

Chinelo Okparanta’s triumphant love story
follows the life of one woman from the
chaos of Nigeria’s 1968 civil war through
loss, marriage and motherhood in Under the
Udala Trees. Natasha Lester’s A Kiss from Mr
Fitzgerald is captivating, romantic and tragic
– an evocative tale of a young woman ahead
of her time. Toni Jordan brings wit, wisdom
and flair to her satire of love in the suburbs in
Our Tiny Useless Hearts. They talk love in all
its forms with Geraldine Blake.

Woolnough Lecture Theatre, 1–2pm

AMERICAN LIFE
Octagon Theatre, 4–5pm

#perthfest

FREE

POLAR OPPOSITES

THE PEOPLE’S PARTY?
The University Club Theatre, 2.30–3.30pm

#pwf17

Two recent debut novels by Rashida Murphy
and Nicole Sinclair explore the position of
outsider, from a new arrival from India to a
young woman escaping her past, moving
from the Wheatbelt to Papua New Guinea.
The authors talk to Rosemary Sayer about
dislocation and home.

A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50

@perwritersfest

OUTSIDE LOOKING IN

SUNDAY 26 FEBRUARY

SUNDAY 26 FEBRUARY

FREE

Octagon Theatre, 1–2pm
The new novels by David Francis,
Patrick Holland and Holly Throsby have
a deep connection to the Australian
landscape. They talk to Emily Paull about
the pull of place in their work.
A $14 / F $12.50 / S $12.50
INUA ELLAMS
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In 2016 we searched high and low to find ten young literature enthusiasts to join our
programming team and take over the 2017 Perth Writers Festival Family Day.
Our chosen guest curators have been working tirelessly to create the sessions they want to
see, featuring an array of the wonderful talent we have in our 2017 Festival program.

FAMILY DAY 26 FEBRUARY

CURATED BY KIDS

Join young innovators Navaneeth Nanda, Ella Popham, Benjamin Babriecki, Genevieve Clements,
Jacob Gordon, Madeleine Mayo, Jarvis Hicks, Michelle Loh, Zigge Gray and Zoe Wallin as they
present this series of events.

Join us in the Tropical Grove for this very special event – and experience programming for
the young, by the young.
Tropical Grove
10am–2.30pm

#pwf17

Image: James Foley, Brobot

Check perthfestival.com.au for full details.

#perthfest

FREE

FAMILY DAY

@perwritersfest

These inspiring young programmers will be working with Festival guests Donovan Bixley,
Zana Fraillon, Jacqueline Harvey, R.A. Spratt, James Foley, Oliver Phommavanh,
Lance Balchin and Julia Lawrinson across Family Day.

Inspiring book lovers big and small, Family Day returns in
2017 with a jam-packed day of storytelling, art, performance,
workshops and conversation.
@perthfest

Lance Balchin brings his Mechanica creatures to life through steampunk-inspired
illustrations and Chris Owen invites you to create Pandamonia with Adam Hall and the
Velvet Playboys and Perth Swing Dance Society Hoppers. Other guests include Peter
Helliar, Jacqueline Harvey, Kylie Howarth, Oliver Phommavanh and Bruce Pascoe.

perthfestival.com.au

To celebrate the 20th anniversary of the publication of the Harry Potter books, you’re
invited to come dressed as your favourite Harry Potter character and take part in a series
of Hogwarts themed events.
For the first time our Family Day features young guest curators selecting authors and
topics and the Better Beginnings Tent will be buzzing with bookish fun.
Perth Writers Festival Precinct
Sun 26 Feb, 9am–3.30pm

FREE*
*Except for workshops.

Family and Education
Program Partner

Image: Rachael Barrett
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JIM KAY

FAMILY DAY – SUNDAY 26 FEBRUARY

Coloured by:

REMIDA
What happens when all animals become
extinct? REmida is excited to present a
workshop inspired by Lance Balchin’s
field guide Mechanica. Make your own
Mechanica model of one of the species
that can be found in the year 2200!
All ages

@perwritersfest

Image: Lance Balchin, Mechanica

Writers Central, all day

WHAT IF YOU HAD WINGS?

BETTER BEGINNINGS TENT
Writers Central, all day

Artwork © 2015 Bloomsbury Publishing Plc

harrypotter.bloomsbury.com

HARRY POTTER MURAL
Writers Central, all day
Be transported to Diagon Alley as you help colour in this incredible mural and celebrate
20 years of Harry Potter. An impressive two metres high by six metres wide, this mural includes
every detail of the famous Harry Potter setting and will be sure to capture the imaginations of
witches, wizards and muggles big and small.

#perthfest

All ages

Image taken from Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone, illustrated by Jim Kay, published by Bloomsbury, 2015.

#pwf17

Writers Central, all day
Come along on Family Day and help artist Kylie Howarth create a feathered mural with an
awesome photo opportunity. You can add to the mural with your own personalised feather and
pose for the camera, stretching your arms out so it looks like you have wings of your own.

FAMILY DAY 26 FEBRUARY

Illustrated by

Written by

J.K. ROWLING

All ages

CHILL-OUT ZONE

THE BOOK DOCTOR

BOOKS-TO-GO

Hackett Hall Courtyard, all day
Are you feeling uninspired by your
bookshelf and ailing for a new book to
read? Then come along to our walk-in book
clinic and get one of our knowledgeable
book doctors to write you a prescription.
Each patient receives their very own
reading passport and a recommendation
for their next great page turner.

E-RESOURCES FOR FAMILIES
Discover some fantastic e-resources in this hands-on environment. Learn how to get the most
out of the online literacy resources provided by the State Library of Western Australia.
All ages

All ages

perthfestival.com.au

Visit the Book Cubby and make your very own book to take home. You can even publish
your work for others to enjoy, adding to the growing library of books made by families from
all over Australia.

@perthfest

Play word games, create a Lego poem or relax with a book in our Chill-Out Zone. This special,
comfy space is the perfect place to stop during a busy day for families.

Image: Jessica Wyld
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ILLUSTRATION TIME
Tropical Grove, 9–9.40am
Join Kylie Howarth as she talks about her
illustration process and the creation of the
characters from her books Fish Jam and
Chip (pictured below). Get ready to tap
along as Howarth brings her trumpet and
ukulele into the mix – and you might even
get a sneak peek of her latest book
1, 2, Pirate Stew.
Ages 3+

THERE’S SOMETHING FISHY GOING
ON HERE …
Octagon Theatre, 9.30–10.30am

Ages 7+

CLEMENTINE ROSE
Hackett Hall, 10–10.40am

Hackett Hall, 9–9.40am

Ages 9+

NANNY PIGGINS
Writers Central, 9–9.40am

Ages 7+

Ages 7+

PANDAMONIA – A BIG SONG
AND DANCE

Hackett Hall, 2–2.40pm

Writers Central, 11.10–11.40am
and 1.10–1.40pm

When visiting the zoo, DON’T WAKE THE
PANDA – whatever you do! Featuring the
toe-tapping, hip-shaking beats of Adam Hall
and the Velvet Playboys and the graceful
moves of Perth Swing Dance Society
Hoppers, author Chris Owen struggles
to keep the animals under control, as one
grumpy panda sets off a frenzy of wild
partying. Come along and join in the chaos!
All ages

Ages 5+

MECHANICA
Welcome to the world of Mechanica. It’s the
year 2200 and the polluted environment means
that wildlife as humans have known it is now
extinct. From the ashes, human-created life
forms are designed to replace extinct species.
Join artist and visionary Lance Balchin as he
takes you through his imaginative field guide
to the fantasy world of the Mechanica
creatures and shares his beautiful steam-punk
inspired illustrations.
Ages 9+

THE STORYTELLER
Writers Central, 2–2.40pm
Join international author Peadar O’Guilin
for a session filled with Irish mythology and
storytelling. O’Guilin has been writing curious
tales for as long as he can remember and has
a love of stories in all their forms – especially
those from his native land. He shares some of
the myths and tales that have inspired him.

HARRY POTTER MANIA
Writers Central, 10–10.45am and 12–12.45pm
Explore the magical world of the Harry Potter
books! Bloomsbury Publishing presents
Professor Francesca ‘Frankie’ Falconette,
Harry Potter Enthusiast, who brings to life
the characters, creatures and adventures from
J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter series. Come dressed
as a Harry Potter character and you could win
a prize! Bring along your own Harry Potter
books for Professor Frankie to stamp with her
exclusive stamp.

BROBOT

Tropical Grove, 2.40–3.20pm

Ages 9–12

Hackett Hall, 12–12.40pm

Damon Young’s laugh-out-loud spectacular
picture books are a delight for young and
old. His latest creation My Brother is a Beast
continues to celebrate families in an engaging
and humorous way. Join Young as he shows
you step by step how to draw the beast
brother and reads from his latest book.

Supported by Culture Ireland
All ages
Image: Chris Nixon, Pandamonia

Sally Tinker is the world’s foremost inventor
under the age of 12. When she gets sick of
her baby brother Joe, she decides to build
a new and improved brother called Brobot.
James Foley introduces you to the Tinker
siblings in his hilarious new graphic novel
and talks about the creative process behind
the making of Brobot.

MY BROTHER IS A BEAST

perthfestival.com.au

It all starts when Nanny Piggins (the world’s
most glamorous flying pig) runs away from
the circus and goes to live with the Greens
as their nanny. With her only qualifications
being her astonishing ability to be fired
out of a cannon and her amazing chocolate
cake cooking skills, Nanny Piggins makes
an unusual addition to the Green family.
Join the wonderful R.A. Spratt as
she shares the adventures of this
much-loved character.

Ages 8+

@perthfest

Zana Fraillon is always on the hunt for
that exciting feeling you get just before
you open a new book and step into the
unknown. She joins us to talk about her
career crafting words and shares her timely
and powerful novel The Bone Sparrow.

Bruce Pascoe’s beautiful new tale is about
learning to be true to yourself and standing
up for what you believe in. Marnie Clark
dreams of owning a horse and having the
whole world to ride it in. When Marnie is
gifted the beautiful, big Clydesdale pony
Mrs Whitlam, she gets more adventure
than she bargained for. Join this master
storyteller as he talks about his latest work.

#perthfest

THE BONE SPARROW

Award-winning author Nick Earls is here to
tell you everything you want to know about
being a word hunter. Join Earls as he takes
you deep into word hunter history with his
exciting new book that follows on from
the Word Hunters trilogy. There will
be new characters, new word quests
and new adventures.

#pwf17

Image: Kylie Howarth, Chip

Jacqueline Harvey is the bestselling author of
the Clementine Rose series, which follows the
adventures of Clementine and her teacup pig
Lavender. Clementine is no ordinary girl – born
in the back of a mini-van, in a basket of dinner
rolls, she is destined for a life full of adventure.
Harvey joins us to talk about the creation of this
wonderful series and how she comes up with
her fresh and exciting stories.

Hackett Hall, 11–11.40am

MRS WHITLAM
Hackett Hall, 1–1.40pm

@perwritersfest

Grab your grandad and join Australia’s favourite
comedian Peter Helliar for a time-travelling
adventure in the world of Frankie Fish. Hear all
about Frankie Fish’s pranks, his cranky grandad
and the implications of running into your past
self while travelling through time. You’ll get to
hear the first chapter of the next Frankie Fish
book and, if you’re really lucky, Helliar might
even read one of the books he wrote as a kid.

WORD HUNTERS –
TOP SECRET FILES

FAMILY DAY 26 FEBRUARY

FAMILY DAY – SUNDAY 26 FEBRUARY

Ages 3+

Ages 6+
31

COMIC BOOK WORKSHOP
WITH JAMES FOLEY

ILLUSTRATING WITH
DONOVAN BIXLEY

Fox Lecture Theatre, 9.30–10.30am

Fox Lecture Theatre, 11am–12pm

Join author and illustrator of Brobot,
James Foley, as he shows you how to
create your very own comic book. Foley will
guide you through this fun and engaging
format in this workshop and show you how
to create panels, insert speech balloons and
break up your story.

Get creative with the help of an experienced
children’s book artist and storyteller. In this
special hands-on workshop, Donovan Bixley
shares his techniques and helps you bring
your own ideas to life on the page.

$12

Supported by Creative New Zealand
Ages 7+
$12

@perwritersfest

Ages 6+

WRITING COMEDY
Austin Lecture Theatre, 9.30–10.30am
Image: Small Voices Louder cr. Sasha Adato

Oliver Phommavanh is a man of comedy on
the stage and on the page. His much-loved
books are filled with characters that explore
the wacky side of everyday life. In this
workshop, Phommavanh will share his tips
for writing comic stories that resonate with
the reader.

#pwf17
#perthfest

SMALL VOICES LOUDER

CHILDREN’S WORKSHOPS

CHILDREN’S WORKSHOPS – SUNDAY 26 FEBRUARY

Ages 10+
$12
Hear big ideas from little people
As part of Small Voices Louder kids get to explore a fun and interactive installation of cupboards
and cubby holes that encourage them to have their say on some of life’s big questions. What
does the world look like today? What makes you angry? What does the future look like?

Keep your ears tuned for the Small Voices Louder megaphones as you travel through this year’s
Perth Writers Festival.

For dates, times and ticket prices, visit perthfestival.com.au

R.A. Spratt is an author and television writer,
delighting readers with her Friday Barnes,
Girl Detective series. Join the talented
creator as she helps you develop fun and
clever characters and plot stories full of
mystery and adventure.
Ages 7+
$12

Please note, tickets cannot be purchased at Writers Central box office.

Family and Education
Program Partner

DONOVAN BIXLEY

A MAZE OF STORY
Fox Lecture Theatre, 12.30–2.15pm
If you could be a colour, which one would
you be and why? If you woke up to find your
socks walking out the door, or arrived in a
town to find that everyone had purple skin,
how might you use these details to create
something new? This 90-minute workshop
encourages you to use your imagination
through a series of short writing exercises.
With Susan Midalia.

perthfestival.com.au

Want to have your say? The show Small Voices Louder is running throughout PIAF 2017 at the
State Theatre Centre of WA.

Austin Lecture Theatre, 11am–12pm
@perthfest

The playful, insightful and refreshingly honest responses are captured and broadcast across the
airwaves and in unexpected spaces around PIAF 2017 – for everyone to hear.

WRITING DETECTIVE STORIES
WITH R.A. SPRATT

Ages 9–12
$12
33

WORKSHOPS – SATURDAY 25 FEBRUARY

CARMEL BIRD’S SHORT ORDER
SHORT FICTION MASTERCLASS

COMPELLING CRIMES AND
CONVINCING COPPERS

DIALOGUE WITH TONI JORDAN

AUSTRALIAN GOTHIC FICTION

Arts Lecture Room 4, 10am–1pm

Fox Lecture Theatre, 1.30–2.30pm

Arts Lecture Room 4, 10am–4pm

Arts Lecture Room 6, 10am–1pm

Writing under pressure can be exciting and
productive. Drawing on fresh inspiration
and personal ideas, each writer will
construct the first draft of a new short story
over the course of one day.

Learn how to pen bone-chilling crime
fiction with award-winning author
Candice Fox. Create realistic, innovative
investigators and villains who shake you
to your core. Fox will also show you how to
create convincing forensics – remembering
that the body is the first and best clue – and
answer all your questions on getting your
crime fiction published.

Bad dialogue stands out. It distracts from
your story. It’s ungainly and ugly. If you write
bad dialogue, even if everything else is great,
good readers will think you’re not a good
writer. The good news is that good dialogue
glistens. It’s elegant. It gleams and glows and
makes everything better. The very good news
is that of all the elements of a novel, dialogue
is the easiest to improve.

From haunted huts to spooky sheds, the
isolated Australian landscape and its
structures have immense Gothic potential.
Join Miranda Debeljakovic as she shows
you how to capture the strangeness of
buildings and add complexity to your writing
using metaphor.

A $67.50 / F $59.50 / S $53

WHISKY MONSTERS AND
CARDIGAN DAYS: MANAGING
THE CREATIVE PROCESS

A $100 / F $90 / S $85
Includes lunch

Arts Lecture Room 5, 10am–1pm

A $67.50 / F $59.50 / S $53

Arts Lecture Room 5, 2–5pm
Join award-winning novelist, essayist, travel
and short story writer Patrick Holland in
a workshop aimed at leveraging place in
your writing – moving beyond the idea of
place as ‘background’ towards a dynamic
relationship between landscape, character
and story.
A $67.50 / F $59.50 / S $53

SPEED DATING WITH PLOT
WITH AMY STEWART

A $67.50/ F $59.50 / S $53

NATASHA LESTER

Write about the lives of others as historical
non-fiction or fiction and achieve the right
balance between well-researched information and
a ‘good read’. Whatever stage you’ve reached in
your own writing, even if it’s still a summary, a plot
outline or just a list of ideas, please bring it along.

Stay on task with your writing – manage
your moods and the flow of words, avoid
writer’s block and live a comparatively
normal life around the edges of creating
a novel. Jock Serong talks about how
to utilise different moods and life
circumstances to get the overall job done.

A $67.50 / F $59.50 / S $53

A $67.50 / F $59.50 / S $53

SCREENWRITING WITH
OSAMAH SAMI

CREATING CHARACTER WITH
JACINTA HALLORAN

Arts Lecture Room 6, 10am–1pm

Arts Lecture Room 5, 2–5pm

The workshop will focus on writing a screenplay
– from story concept to logline, to outline, to
treatment and finally, script. You will also examine
the major differences between the process
of writing for film vs. TV, and chat about the
importance of finding your medium and genre.

Character is paramount. Once fully-fledged,
your characters are intrinsic to your writing
life. You’ll care about them deeply and be
able to speak confidently on their behalf.
In this workshop you’ll discuss some of the
great characters of fiction and try to unpick
what makes them so memorable. You’ll
talk about ways to build a character from
scratch and, if there’s time, read and discuss
your own character writing.

A $67.50 / F $59.50 / S $53

PLOTTING YOUR NOVEL
WITH ANNABEL SMITH
Fox Lecture Theatre, 10am–1pm
This hands-on workshop will equip fiction
writers with the tools for plotting longer
works. Suitable for people at any stage of a
writing project, participants will explore the
key elements of plot – Who? What? Why?
– and integrate these to create a compelling
narrative. This workshop includes plenty of
practise opportunities, as well as a framework
that will empower participants to continue to
build their confidence with plotting a novel.
A $67.50 / F $59.50 / S $53

A $67.50 / F $59.50 / S $53

WRITING MYSTERY
WITH SARA FOSTER
Arts Lecture Room 6, 2–5pm
What makes a good mystery, thriller or
suspense? Get lost in the details of this
exciting genre with Sara Foster, author of
The Hidden Hours. Examine narrative, plot,
characters and pace – and come away with
new insights to inspire your own work.
A $67.50 / F $59.50 / S $53

perthfestival.com.au

In this fast, fun session, you’ll try at least
half a dozen different approaches to
outlining and evaluating your story’s plot.
Perfect for anyone writing (or intending
to write) a memoir, a work of narrative
non-fiction or a novel.

Arts Lecture Room 4, 2–5pm

@perthfest

Arts Lecture Room 6, 2–5pm

Arts Lecture Room 5, 10am–1pm

#perthfest

If you’ve ever wanted to know how to start
writing and keep going all the way to the
end of a first draft, this workshop is for you.
Award-winning author Natasha Lester will
take you through the five key steps that will
help you commit to your writing and fulfil
your dream of finishing a book.

BEYOND BACKGROUND: THE
ART OF LANDSCAPE WRITING

WRITING HISTORY WITH
BERNICE BARRY

#pwf17

MARATHON WRITING
WITH NATASHA LESTER

A $67.50 / F $59.50 / S $53

Free, bookings required
@perwritersfest

Writers will explore inspiration, point
of view, tense, tone, characterisation,
structure, style, pace, dialogue, beginnings
and endings, and the role and power of
the title.

WORKSHOPS

WORKSHOPS – FRIDAY 24 FEBRUARY
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WORKSHOPS – SUNDAY 26 FEBRUARY
THE POWER OF THE
PODCAST WITH DAN BOX
Arts Lecture Room 4, 10am–1pm
Podcasts have never been hotter – and
some of Australia’s best journalism is being
produced in this format. The Australian’s
podcast Bowraville captivated a global
audience and brought new attention and
impact to a decades-old crime. The man
behind it, Dan Box, joins us to talk about
long-form crime reporting, the power of
the podcast and how to structure, write and
start a podcast.
Presented by The Walkley Foundation
A $67.50 / F $59.50 / S $53

THE JOURNEY OF
BOOK WRITING
Arts Lecture Room 5, 10am–1pm
Work with award-winning travel writer
and documentary maker Tim Cope to turn
your journey into more than just a travel
tale. Learn the importance of shaping your
writing through theme, and how to weave
your personal narrative through the people
and history you encounter.
A $67.50 / F $59.50 / S $53

DEMOCRATIC PUBLISHING
Arts Lecture Room 6, 10am–1pm
Ian Andrew, independent publisher and author,
teams up with WA Premier’s Award shortlisted
author, Ray Glickman, for a provocative,
interactive workshop on how disruptive
technology is democratising publishing and
expanding reader choice – while potentially
threatening literary standards and shaking the
foundations of the traditional institutions.
A $67.50 / F $59.50 / S $53

BUILDING … SUSPENSE
Arts Lecture Room 4, 2–5pm
With Anna North, author of The Life and
Death of Sophie Stark, you’ll discover the
many lessons that can be gleaned from sci-fi
and monster movies. You’ll discuss human
psychology and reader reactions – and how
both can be harnessed to keep your audience
interested and get maximum emotional payoff
in your writing.
A $67.50 / F $59.50 / S $53

RISK TAKING WITH
HERA LINDSAY BIRD
Arts Lecture Room 5, 2–5pm
This practical three hour workshop will
energise your process and push your work
to new and unexpected places. Focusing
on emotional honesty, linguistic risk taking
and the occasional raunchy joke, this is a
how-to session for both beginners and
seasoned writers.
Supported by Creative New Zealand
A $67.50 / F $59.50 / S $53
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Fantasy p12

The Keating Legacy p14

The Collector and the
Artist p14

The Flame
Throwers p11

Reflections on Grief
p14

Larger Than Life
p13

Murder Comes to Town
p14

Borderline p14

Poetic Tension p15

Common Ground p15

Dark Mirror p14

On the Campaign Trail
p15

Do Not Say We Have
Nothing p15

Ways of Being Here p15

Twist of Fate p15

Shaping the Mind, 6pm
p10

Courtyard Sessions,
5pm p6

SATURDAY 25 FEBRUARY
Dolphin
Theatre

Murdoch Lecture
Theatre

Octagon
Theatre

Tropical Grove

The University
Club Theatre

Winthrop Hall

Woolnough
Lecture Theatre

Writers
Central

10–11am

Cautionary Tales
p18

Out of the Box p18

Ghost Empire p18

Family Ties p18

11.30am–
12.30pm

#Hashtagheadlines
p19

Personal Politics p19

Adventure Trails p19

1–2pm

New York Dames
p19

For the Love of Crime
p20

2.30–3.30pm

Wild Frontiers p20

Paul Robeson: A Life
Through Song p20

4–5pm

Literary
Detectives p21

Bowraville p21

Past Tense p18

Beyond
Clicktivism p18

The German
Girl p18

Skeletons in
the Closet p18

Body Language
p9

Dorothy Hewett Award
Ceremony p19

Portrait of Brett
p19

Days Without
End p19

Against The
Odds p19

Offbeat p19

The Books That
Shape Us p9

The Wicked Boy p20

Saltwater Women p20

The Muse p20

Nevernight
p20

Subversive
Intent p20

YA Fiction p9

Songs of a War Boy p17

The Big Read p21

Casualties of
War p21

The Paper
Menagerie p21

Good Muslim
Boy p21

Anything for
Love p9

Nomadic Lives
p21

Crime and
Corruption p9

5pm onwards

Sunshine, 5.30pm
p8

Exploring
Parallels p21
The Good People, 6pm
p16

Courtyard, State
Theatre Centre of WA

Full Bore, 6pm
p17

Hackett Hall

Courtyard Sessions
6pm p6

SUNDAY 26 FEBRUARY
Dolphin
Theatre

Murdoch
Lecture Theatre

9–10am

Octagon
Theatre
Family Day Event with
Peter Helliar, 9.30am p30

10–11am

Australiana p23

Pitch Perfect p23

11.30am–
12.30pm

Ripped From
the Headlines
p23

Little Magic p23

Left, Right, Left – The
March of Politics p23

1–2pm

Love Language
p24

Welcome to the
Museum of Water p5

2.30–3.30pm

This Place
Called Home
p24

4–5pm

Strange Lands
p25

7–8pm

Tropical Grove

The University
Club Theatre

Winthrop Hall

Writing America
p23

Woolnough
Lecture Theatre

Hackett Hall

Family Day Events
p26–31

Family Day Events
p26–31

The Narrative Desire
p23

Witness to
History p23

Lore and
Legend p24

Outside Looking In
p24

The Placemakers p24

The Art of
Reading p24

Shrill p22

Polar Opposites p24

Pondering Our Most
Precious Liquid p5

The Age of Jihad p25

The People’s
Party? p25

Westerly Festival Poem
p5

American Life p25

Family Day Events
p26–31

Writers
Central

Botanical Sleuths p25

Closing Address p4
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ACCESS INFORMATION

MAIN ENTRANCE

UWA TENNIS
COURTS

PARKING

For specific details on venue accessibility please refer to PIAF’s Access Guide,
available now at perthfestival.com.au/access

WHITFELD
COURT
SUNKEN
GARDEN

REFLECTION
POND

LAWRENCE
WILSON
ART GALLERY

WINTHROP
HALL

DOLPHIN
THEATRE

Festival
bookshop
& signings

10 HACKETT HALL

PIAF is committed to making our events and performances accessible. We encourage
you to call or email us if you have any questions about accessibility or would like
to discuss your requirements with us. Please contact us on 08 6488 8616 or
access@perthfestival.com.au and we will be happy to assist.

UWA SOMERVILLE

OCTAGON
THEATRE

9

PARKING

All Perth Writers Festival venues are wheelchair accessible. However, please note
the Writers Central area is grassed and access to Tropical Grove is via uneven
limestone surfaces.

Wheelchair accessible

WRITERS
CENTRAL

Fully surtitled or has minimal dialogue
Some background music and/or sounds

PARKING
Main parking areas are included on the map. For further information, please visit
perthfestival.com.au or contact the Festival Info Centre on 08 6488 5555.

TROPICAL GROVE
RILEY OVAL

GREAT COURT

Parking restrictions apply and illegal parking will attract an infringement notice.

ARTS

As parking will be limited on Friday 24 February, we recommended you park free at
Paul Hasluck Reserve. A free shuttle bus will operate between this carpark and
The University Club from 9am–6pm (Friday 24 February only).

8

PHYSICS
1

REID
LIBRARY

2

3

4

5

6

THE UNIVERSITY
7
CLUB

PARKING

TO PAUL HASLUCK RESERVE
(ADDITONAL PARKING FOR
FRIDAY 24 FEBRUARY)

PUBLIC TRANSPORT
For timetables and information, visit transperth.wa.gov.au or call 13 62 13.

INFORMATION

1 MURDOCH LECTURE THEATRE
2 FOX LECTURE THEATRE

BOX OFFICE

3 AUSTIN LECTURE THEATRE

BOOKSHOP
& SIGNINGS

4 ARTS LECTURE ROOM 4

BUS STOP

6 ARTS LECTURE ROOM 6

5 ARTS LECTURE ROOM 5

7 THE UNIVERSITY CLUB THEATRE
FOOD

WATER

8 ALEXANDER LECTURE THEATRE
9 WOOLNOUGH LECTURE THEATRE
10 HACKETT HALL COURTYARD

TOILETS
ACCESSIBLE
FIRST AID
PARKING

EAT AND DRINK
Open all weekend, The University
Club Café offers a range of drinks,
hot foods, takeaway sandwiches,
salad and light snacks.

WRITERS CENTRAL

THE FESTIVAL THANKS

Writers Central is the place to relax before and
after Festival events. Enjoy a cool drink, coffee
or a bite to eat from one of the food outlets.

FESTIVAL BOOKSHOP
Dymocks is the official bookseller for the
Festival. Titles from participating authors are
available for purchase at the Festival bookshop
located in the undercroft, adjacent to
Writers Central. Authors will sign books
at the bookshop immediately after events.

STAY COOL
Remember to bring a hat and sunscreen.

Supporting Partners
Magabala Books
Transit Lounge Publishing
Simon & Schuster Australia
Hardie Grant Egmont
Melbourne University Press

Bloomsbury Publishing
Penguin Random House
Scribe Publications
NewSouth Books
The Stella Prize

The Walkley Foundation
Australian Poetry
writingWA
Katherine Susannah
Prichard Writers’ Centre

Canada Council For the Arts
Westerly Magazine
The Inky Awards

Special thanks to all our volunteers and staff helping in the production of the 2017 Perth Writers Festival.
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BUILDING A BETTER WA TOGETHER.
PROUDLY SUPPORTING PIAF SINCE 1992.

